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About SynZeal
SynZeal is a research-driven company that provides full technical support in synthesis, analytical and medicinal
chemistry. We are committed to the delivery of high-quality pharmaceutical reference standard for process impurities,
degradants, metabolites, drug glucuronides, stable isotopes & nitrosamines. We provide services to pharmaceutical
companies at various stages of product development.
SynZeal has a large inventory of pharmaceutical reference standards for immediate supply. We also offer custom
synthesis of pharmaceutical reference standards from mg to multi gm scale. Our rich experience in developing complex
chemical transformations supported with state-of-art synthesis and analytical facilities helps us to synthesize products
from a diverse group of chemistry.
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SynZeal Expertise
SynZeal is specialized in delivering isotopic labelling solutions to support development programs. With over 10 years of
experience in synthesizing complex isotope-labelled reference standards, our technical team has a proven track record of
delivering complex chemistry solutions. We have large inventory of isotope-labelled products and we can also prepare
custom isotope labelled small molecules and peptides with speciﬁed levels of isotopic enrichment for use as mass
spectroscopic markers for quantitative analysis. We are equipped with ultra-high performance LC-MS/MS Mass
Spectrometers for accurate determination of isotopic purity.
SynZeal Certiﬁcate of Analysis (COA) includes all characterization and purity data required for regulatory compliances. All
analytical data is peer reviewed and undergoes thorough technical QC review and quality assurance prior to release.

Why SynZeal
2H, 13C & 15N Stable Isotope Labelled
Prompt delivery across the globe
Comprehensive Certiﬁcate of Analysis
Quick turnaround time for complex product
ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 17025
Unparalleled Technical Support
Easy Re-Certiﬁcation

Type of Isotope Labelled Products
Peptides / Amino Acids
Nucleic Acids / Nucleosides
Drugs / Metabolites
Fatty Acids / Lipids
Sugars
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